What it took to get here! NANOG

Betty Burke
A bit of history about me!

• Univ. of Michigan – Flint
• Merit Network and the University of Michigan
• Michigan Information Technology Center
• Contractor
• NANOG Employee
Early Days of Systems and Networks

- X.25
- Primary and Secondary Communications Processor
- Burroughs, Amdahl, Prime, IBM
- Corvus, Token Ring, Novell
Projects

• AAA – Dial-in
• Merit Internal Systems Development
• Route Servers
• Routing Access Database
• Building Construction
• Advanced Datacenter
• Conference Center Management
Thank you!

• Those that have made a difference to me and NANOG
• Business and Accounting Folks at UMF
• Presidents of Merit
• Merit Co-workers
• Early Steering Committee
• NANOG Board Members
• PC – the Backbone of NANOG
Today

• The Internet
• Social Responsibility
• NANOG’s role
• Engagement
Tomorrow

• Anywhere access to the Internet